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Garden owners have shown an increasing interest in gar-

den design during the late twentieth century, both as en-

thusiasts of gardening as a hobby, as well as an expansion 

in the use of professional garden designers. 

 

History 
The history of planting design is an aspect of the history of 

gardening in landscape design history and the modern his-

tory of landscape architecture. 

Persian gardens are credited in originating aesthetic plant-

ing design, and used a rectilinear plan. Planting in ancient 

and Medieval European gardens was often a mix of herbs 

for medicinal use, vegetables for consumption, and flow-

ers for decoration, in a . Purely aesthetic planting layouts 

developed after the Medieval period in Renaissance gar-

dens, as are shown in late-renaissance paintings and 

plans. The designs of the Italian Renaissance garden were 

geometrical and plants were used to form spaces and 

patterns. The gardens of the French Renaissance and Ba-

roque Garden à la française era continued the 'formal 

garden' planting aesthetic. 

In the Asia the asymmetrical traditions of Chinese gardens 

and Japanese gardens in planting design originated in the 

Jin Dynasty (265–420) of China. The gardens' plantings 

have a controlled but naturalistic aesthetic. In the Europe 

the arrangement of plants in informal groups developed 

as part of the English Landscape Garden style, and subse-

quently the French landscape garden, and was strongly 

influenced by the picturesque art movement. 
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The English Garden  
The English garden, also called English landscape park is a 

style of Landscape garden which emerged in England in 

the early 18th century, and spread across Europe, repla-

cing the more formal, symmetrical Garden à la française 

of the 17th century as the principal gardening style of Euro-

pe.  The English garden presented an idealized view of na-

ture. They were often inspired by paintings of landscapes 

by Claude Lorraine and Nicolas Poussin, and some were 

Influenced by the classic Chinese gardens of the East, 

which had recently been described by European travelers. 

The English garden usually included a lake, sweeps of 

gently rolling lawns set against groves of trees, and recrea-

tions of classical temples, Gothic ruins, bridges, and other 

picturesque architecture, designed to recreate an idyllic 

pastoral landscape. By the end of the 18th century the En-

glish garden was being imitated by the French landscape 

garden, and as far away as St. Petersburg, Russia, in Pa-

vlovsk, the gardens of the future Emperor Paul. It also had 

a major influence on the form of the public parks and gar-

dens which appeared around the world in the 19th cen-

tury.  

Characteristics of the English 

Garden 
The Continental European "English garden" is characteristi-

cally on a smaller scale and more filled with "eye-catchers" 

than most English landscape gardens: grottoes, temples, 

tea-houses, belvederes, pavilions, sham ruins, bridges and 

statues, though the main ingredients of the landscape gar-

dens in England are sweeps of gently rolling ground and 

water, against a woodland background with clumps of 
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DIPLOMA COURSES 
Do you have a love of plants and design and want to further enhance 

your existing skills? 

Join one of our One Year Diploma courses taught by leading experts in 

their field. Spend inspiring and creative days with like-minded students 

in our light, airy studio and lecture rooms and in your lunch break 

browse through our extensive library. 

Based at Chelsea Wharf, our highly regarded one or two day per 

week diploma courses are aimed at enthusiastic amateurs as well as 

those wishing to change profession. We cover all aspects of design, 

horticulture and botanical painting to the highest standard. 

Our Diploma courses are assessed on a regular ongoing basis, and 

provided all set work has been submitted, the final marks are graded 

Distinction, Credit or Pass.The EGS Diploma is held in high regard inter-

nationally and can help secure future work opportunities. 

Garden Design  
Is the art and process of designing and creating plans for 

layout and planting of gardens and landscapes. Garden 

design may be done by the garden owner themselves, or 

by professionals of varying levels of experience and exper-

tise. Most professional garden designers are trained in prin-

ciples of design and in horticulture, and have an expert 

knowledge and experience of using plants. Some profes-

sional garden designers are also landscape architects, a 

more formal level of training that usually requires an ad-

vanced degree and often a state license. Many amateur 

gardeners also attain a high level of experience from ex-

tensive hours working in their own gardens, through casual 

study, serious study in Master Gardener Programs, or by 

joining gardening clubs. 
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Garden and Landscape  

Photography in Hampshire  

Two-day workshop with Clive Nichols 

13–14 Jun 2012, £385 incl. of VAT and lunch 

This 2-day course will be held at the garden and home of 

Rosemary Alexander, which offers a wealth of plant and 

landscape subjects. The first day will concentrate on gar-

den plant portraits, and the second day on local woods 

and landscapes. Depending on the weather, students 

should be prepared to shoot later into the evening when 

the light is better and the wind drops. Students are asked 

to bring their own prints/digital files along for a critical as-

sessment of their work. The second day will begin with a 

fascinating short lecture on selling photographs – for 

magazines, newspapers, calendars, cards etc – who and 

how to approach and what they will pay. 

Limited space. 

Clive Nichols is one of our foremost garden photographers 

and is the author of a leading book on the subject. Rose-

mary Alexander’s garden has been much praised and has 

been featured in most of the leading magazines. 
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water, against a woodland background with clumps of 

trees and outlier groves. The name— not used in the United 

Kingdom, where "landscape garden" serves— differentia-

tes it from the formal baroque design of the Garden à la 

française. One of the best-known English gardens in Euro-

pe is the Englischer Garten in Munich. 

The dominant style was revised in the early 19th century to 

include more "gardenesque" features, including shrubbe-

ries with gravelled walks, tree plantations to satisfy botani-

cal curiosity, and, most notably, the return of flowers, in 

skirts of sweeping planted beds. This is the version of the 

landscape garden most imitated in Europe in the 19th 

century. The outer areas of the "home park" of English 

country houses retain their naturalistic shaping. English 

gardening since the 1840s has been on a more restricted 

scale, closer and more allied to the residence.  

History of the English  

Landscape Garden 
The predecessors of the landscape garden in England we-

re the great parks created by Sir John Vanbrugh (1664–

1726) and Nicholas Hawksmoor at Castle Howard (1699–

1712), Blenheim Palace (1705–1722), and the Claremont 

Landscape Garden at Claremont House (1715–1727). The-

se parks featured vast lawns, woods, and pieces of archi-

tecture, such as the classical mausoleum designed by Ha-

wksmoor at Castle Howard. At the center of the composi-

tion was the house, behind which were formal and 

symmetrical gardens in the style of the Garden à la franç-

aise, with ornate carpets of floral designs and walls of he-

dges, decorated with statues and fountains. These gar-

dens, modelled after the gardens of Versailles, were desi-

gned to impress visitors with their size and grandeur.  
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Characteristics of the English 

Garden 
The Continental European "English garden" is characteristi-

cally on a smaller scale and more filled with "eye-catchers" 

than most English landscape gardens: grottoes, temples, 

tea-houses, belvederes, pavilions, sham ruins, bridges and 

statues, though the main ingredients of the landscape gar-

dens in England are sweeps of gently rolling ground and 

water, against a woodland background with clumps of 

trees and outlier groves. The name— not used in the United 

Kingdom, where "landscape garden" serves— differentia-

tes it from the formal baroque design of the Garden à la 

française. One of the best-known English gardens in Euro-

pe is the Englischer Garten in Munich. 

The dominant style was revised in the early 19th century to 

include more "gardenesque" features, including shrubbe-

ries with gravelled walks, tree plantations to satisfy botani-

cal curiosity, and, most notably, the return of flowers, in 

skirts of sweeping planted beds. This is the version of the 

landscape garden most imitated in Europe in the 19th 

century. The outer areas of the "home park" of English 

country houses retain their naturalistic shaping. English 

gardening since the 1840s has been on a more restricted 

scale, closer and more allied to the residence. 

The canonical European English park contains a number of 

Romantic elements. Always present is a pond or small lake 

with a pier or bridge. Overlooking the pond is a round or 

hexagonal pavilion, often in the shape of a monopteros, a 

Roman temple. Sometimes the park also has a "Chinese" 

pavilion. Other elements include a grotto and imitation 

ruins. 
.  
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English gardening school 

 
Over almost 30 years, The English Gardening School has 

built up an unrivalled international reputation for delivering 

a range of quality courses concentrating on the more seri-

ous aspects of gardening.  Conveniently based in Chelsea, 

with a practical learning garden in Hampshire, we offer 

Short, Distance and Diploma courses.  
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